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SPEECH AND LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT-

Altsa Wartella and
biane Williams

INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of the speech and language skills of pre-

.schooiers from middle class backgroun& is itself 1 task

which requi;72s proficiency in the use of testing instru-

ments, in making clinical observations and in behavior

management (Allen, Blip and Timmons, 1981). Evaluation 1.-
.

of young children from lower socioeconomic and/or culturally

different backgrounds demands even more facility on the part

of the evaluator in the use of standardized instruments and.

%It

, the observation of behavior.

The evaluator must be aware of several issues. .The

first is the phonemic, semantic and syntactic variations to

be expected in the dialect of the community of utich the.

child is a part. The child's language abilities should be

judged using the 'language of this community as a norm, not.

using middle class Americap English norms.

,The scconeeonsideration is nonverbal cultural chiiacter-

.
istics that-may differ from mainstream America. These non-

verbal* communication cues must be interpreted accurate

as possible in order not to make false judgements abou.t the

child's communicative behavior:

A third issue is the situational factors which may in-
,

fluence the verbal output or responses of the child. Some

of these may be alterableothers may not. However, the

evaluator should be conscious of these when making obstrva-

tions regarding the child's perforthance..
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The foUrth area that the evaluator should become aare.

of'i's the careful selection and interpretation of standardized
. .

.

tests. She should -ascertain what the composition of the sam-
. .

s#

ple poPulition was that each test usedfor standardization.

f The evaluator shdtld also be cognizant a any cultural 'Asses

that may be present in particular test items.
. . - i .-

.

In order to overcome these obstacles the,evaluator must,

be adept at making'objective clinical observations and at,

iteroreti,ng these observations. She should also 'solicit

the assistanoe of other pre.fessionels and non-professionals

who here contact with the child. The, classroom teachers

and aides can be'invaluable sources of inform3tion, especially

4
if"they are some 'training or-haye experierice in working

with the culturally different and speech/language disordered.

If residents of 'tile child's community, much help can be 01,--

4

tamed regarding the grammatical, lexical and social pec-
-

alrities of that /ocale,many of-which would be familiar

only td those residing within it.

Parents,of course, can also be-helpful observers. HOW-

tver, this information should be weighed carefully because

parents are not altays reliable and /.or truthful observdrs.

This,may be due to a lack of understanding or to the reluc-

thnce toedivulge information t an authority figure.

Accurate anTEhoughtful evaluation of the culturally
vie

Alfferent.child, although professionally demanding, is

a

#
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essential in orderIto provide adequate asnd appropriate re-
, N,

mediation services. It is critical to separate those cul-

turally different children wittuactual speech and language,

'disorders from t se 'c lturally different children 'Wicth

\,

normal speech And language skills. Ttis will avoid'theNr-

-necessary and impossible task of providing intervention for\x.

all children based on.their cultural difffrences or, the

oppogi:Xe, failing to provide needed serybces for'the speech

and language disordered, culturally different child because

of.an inadequate knowledge of.wahat is acceptable and what

is deviant communicative behavior for that cultural com-

munity.

An unawara,speech Ad language clinician, using only .

standardized test 'instruments, could corceivably.determine

that virtually all the children in a Head Start population

were-language disordered. However, observation, clinical,

judement and familiarity with the community enables the ex-

aminer to separate children with actual learning_difficul--

ties fromlithose who are simply culturally different.

the past, all these culturally 'different children

.have beef characteriied as possessing "deficient" language.

Labov (1969) and'Houston (1970) refute thf...s notion. These

and other, researchers have demonstrated the systematic

structure of dialects and their ability to"provide for
V.
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IntiodUd-trah--

abstract thinking. The differences these normal children

exhibit are in perforMance, not in competence.

Ttie authori accept this view.that culturally different

children are not verbally "deficient". These children are
!

indeed "disadvantaged", however, because they are viewed by

society in general and schools in particular as exhibirting

deficient behaviors. It follows that these chi dren may 4 '

require assistance in orher to compete with "advantaged"

children'when they enter schbol.

At this time, such support is more appropriately pro-

vided through preschool or readiness programs such as'Head
itr

Start'than through language therapy. Such intervention

should tie regervedfor.those children, culturally different

0 or not, who have beery identified as having a language-learn-
,

ing disability.

.Tgis paper will discuss 1n detail those Issues that are

essential for accurate evaluation 5f the speech 'and language.

of-culturally different children. Areas"to be addressed' in- ,

elude: dialectal differences of Spaitish and Black English

\ speakers, culturally based nonverbal behaviors and situa-

\\t4nal factors influencing test results, problems encountered. .

\n the use of standardized tests, informal testing procedures,

.sid developmentally referenced tests and\kandardized tests

which can be used with culturally different children.
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' DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SPANISH AND

STANDARD ENGLISH DIALECTS:

Sound differences between Spanish and English are

likely to give the bilingual child problems in acquiring

a second sound system. Sounds present in Engikrh and not

in'Spanish will be heard as thg sound closest to it in

Spanish. For example, Spanish has only five vowels /i/e/

a/o/u/. The English vowel Lat/ will be heard as /e/ or

/a/,("cat" as "Kate" or "cot")-and,the English vowel /if

will be heard, as /1./.("bit" as "beet"). No -Spanish'vow-

el iF exactly equivalent to an English vowel and there is .

no diohthongization. These differences require that

the child learning a second sound system develop auditory

discrimination skills forosounds not only in his first

language, but for sounds that are different from`those he

has been brought up hearing.

Consonants in Spanish are also pronounced differently.

Stops /b/p/g/k/d/t/ are not aspirated so they sound weaker,

and may be lost at the end of a word. This may carry over

to English where final stops are impertant to past tense

production.

The interchangeability of /b/v/ may also cause dif-

ficulty and a child may pronounce "very" as "bery" and 4

"rabbit" as "ravit". In certain dialects the /st may be

pronounced in a more forward position and be confused with

a lisp. There is also a dalatal sound, not present in

lap
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Differences between Spanish &

Standard English Dialects

English, which is similar eo /j/ with frication which would

cause the words "yellow" and "jello" to sound alike. An-

other difference Is that many English consonants are not

found at theends of Spanish words, resulting in the, additi'on

of /e/ to Engltsh words ending in those consonants; Such as

4keke/ for "cake"; or the substitution of a permitted- final.

In general, the Spanish speaking child will have dif-.

ficulty with the following sounds: b,. v, d,(1*,d3 h,

and all vowels. /

Grammatical errors, are also to be expected as a result

ofcontrasting language structures, as in the following
4

examples:

1: I!egation "not" is placed before the verb

"Maria not is here" or "Maria no is here"

Adjeetive - follows the n oun and agrees in numb r;

"the dress yellow" or ',the dresses yellow"

3. /s/ is dro pedfrom third person 'singular verb

"he-go-to hool"

4. /s/ is dropped from plurals

5. /t/d/ is dropped from past tense \

6. Future modals (can, hill) may be dropped

Many of these endings are dropped because the Spanish

system of inflection of nouns and verbs is more extensive

s
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Differencesix0een Spanish &

ssi English Dialects

- than the English4system. ,The differences may confuse the

children so much that they will omit these important end-

ings, especially once they learn that they can still get

their meaning across by using meaningful words, such as

"time" words: r. go yesterday".

7. 'Articles - (the, a) may be dropped with nation-:

ality and profession:

"I went to Dr."

8. Prepositions- may be generalized -

"in" may be used for "on" or "at"

9. question formation - since there is no subject -

verb inversion in Spanish, children may rely on

intonation:

"You take me ?"

There is also no "do" in Spanish:

"How they dome to school ?" or

"How to come to school"

Many of these "errors" could indicate a speech or

1p,nguage disorder in an English Speaking child. It'is ifi-

portant to keep in mind the differences betveen the sound'

-:nd grammatical systems of Spanish and English and what

1

types of "errors" can be expected' as &result of those dif-

ferences. Children with intact Spanish development who are

showing these types of errors are not likely to be displaying
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,Differences between Spanish &

4404AXAEPALLIALPialects

a speech or language Aisorder. Of course, children showing

errors similar to these in Spanish should be evaluated in

both languages to determine whether% basic language learn

ing problem underlies hiS:difficulties. The teacher who is

aware of these differences Can program her work to help bi

lingual children to develop better English skills. a

Oa

.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BLACK AND STANDARD ENGLISH DIALECTS

Although there is no one dialect that can be labeled

"Black Dialect", it is possible to describe the most com-

mon sound substitutions and omissions that may be found

in the different variations grouped under this title. Most

noteable are /f/-for /6*/, especially in medial and final
446

positions (bafroom, monf), /d/ for 13-/, especially in

initial and medial_ positions*(den/then, hudder/brother),

and /v/ for / /, usually.in medial and final positions

(muver/mother, (breav/breathe). Other'sounds may be

omitted or weakened, such as in and /1/ (cah/car, pahk/

park, dtV/door, he'p/help), and as occurs' LA final con-

sonant clusters (des/desk, neks/nekt, han/haridl. These

consonant cluster reductions directly affect plural for-
,

mation in Black Englfsh.Words- ending in /-st/, /-sk/, or-

/-sp/ arc changed by reduction /-s'/. Pluills of such

words, then, are formed by the addition of /-ez/ instead

of the /-s/ plural suffix (desSes/desks).-

The most common vowel differences are /f/ for /EL,,,,

usually before a nasal consonant (pin/pen,thin/then), and

/0 for /17 it(waht/white, tahm/time}-,

Grammatcal differences are often difficult to pen-

point as'such since they may result from the omission of

sounds, as in the final cluster reductions already. discussed.

.1 11,
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Differences between Black and Standard

English Dialects

This phonological basis for change must be kept in mind, al-

though this desct_kAion pertains to grammatical ilifferences

between Standard and Black-English dialects:

I. Omission of /s/ ending for third person singular

present tense: he walk/he walks

Related to this is hypercorrection, or the in-

appropriate additionof /s/ in first and second

person and in plurals: I walks/I walk,

We rides/we ride

2. Plurals - omission of /s/: ten centftert-ce-iits----,

-3. Possessives word orderdlCates possession in-
,.

stead of /s/: e_jayiiunt house/my aunt's house

4. Contractions may be omitted, usually with forMs

---Of the Verb "to be": he going/his going,

they-going/they're going (weakening or omission

of /r/ is a phonological difference)

5. Past' tense omission: I talk/I talked (consonant

cluster reduction)

6. Invariant "be" - in Standard English this-verb

has the following forms: is, am, are, has, were.

In Bi'ack English; "be" itself can be used as a

noun verb no matter uhit the subject of the sen-

tence is: I be here. this afternoon, Sometime he '

be busy.
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Diffete'inces between Black and Standard

English'` ,1ialects

7. Distributive or non-tense"be" - the use of which

is highly stibnatized socially. There are two op-

posing theories of its function:

a. Co.ltinuous state of action (Stewart, 1969)
A

b. Intermittent action (Fasold, 1969)

8. Multiple negation =leads to the misunderstanding

that,two negatives equal a positive statement. In

'E-6Q1_ a e, these sentences bre understood as .

the speaker inte-rids- em. Both Standard and Bla,ck

English have only one un negative but

Standard English allows it to be expressed only

once while-Black English does not have this

triction. This dialect does restrict those places

in a sentences where a negative can be expressed,

however: Nobody don't know.

9. bndifferentiated pronouns - personal pronouns may

be substit =d for possessive pronouns. This

varia ion'is more commonly found in the South:

"he boA" or ."him book for "his book"

10. on formation - the rules of Black English,

diale are more regular than those of Standard

English It is not necessary to invert subject and

verbAo direct questions, especially content ques-

tions (Where a non-yes/no response is required):

"I 0
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Differences between Black .and Standard:

English Dialects

I

r"

i.e.,What that is? Where the white cat is? Since

Standard English inversion places the auxiliary

verb in the begintirng of the sentence, when inversion

does occur the auxiliaryis more likely to be deleted:

"Is" deletion: He coming with us? "Have" deletion:

Where you been? "DO" deletion: You understand? Al-.

thoughthese omissions are usually recognized as fea-

tures of Black English, speakers of_Steadsrdjriglish

dialect, use these forms regularly. Attempting to

each this variation in a bidialectal approach Would

be of low priority.

11. Pronominal apposition alloys that a pronoun

as well as a noun subject be used. It is characteristic

of other English dialects as well: My brother, he

bigger than you. It is also acceptable in Standard

English, although the pronoun and noun subject are

likely k be farther apart in the sentence:. That

`,man that'I met on the train to Chicago last week, he

turned out to be a Congressman.

12. Existent ial "it" serves as a substitute for

Standard English "there": It's a boy in my room name

Robert. Is it a Main Street in this town? This fea-

ture may cause misunderstandings: "Is it soup yet?"

Could be misunderstood as "Is there any soup yet?",
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Differences between Black and Standard .

English Dialectsk

I

where speakers of Standard dialect understand it at,'

"Is the soup mady /yet?".

It is imperative that educators be aware of these

dialect variations when evaluating and teaching students.

These features by themselves do not constitute a speech

and language disc/I.-der although it is important-that ed-

ucators do not overlook other areas related to speech and

--language development that may possibly indicate a delay,

in the interest of being "fair" to a child who speaks Black

English. The Ann Arbor decision (1979) requiresfthat tea-

chers be knowledgeable in dialect variations in order to

properly respond to difficulties encountered in the teaching"

of reading. it can be seen that familiarity with cultural

and dialectal differences is a necessity for today's educator.

I

iJ
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NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
/

Specific intercultural nonverbal behaviors can affect /

the testing situation and everyday classroom work. Space,

touch and eye contact may Vary with cultures and influence

the impres-dons of an evaluator from outside that culture.

These are areas which we are least likely to think of as

distinctive, but which we are mast likely to notice when

they arc different.

For the majority of white, middle-class Americans, a

physical distance of 18 tc 36 inches between speakers is

considered acceptable.
---(5i-ENEY.-hanci, Hispanics feel

comfortable at a distance of 6 to 18 inches (Nine-Curt, 1975).

An example of how these cultural differences can cause mis-

.understandings can be seen in a white, middle-class teacher -

Hispanic parent conference. The parent may perceive the

teacher's increased
interpersonal distance as an indication

of aloofness, a laCk of true concern for the child being

discussed. The teacher, irr.turn, may feel threatened by the

parent's attempt to decrease that distance.

Cultures also vary in the acceptability of touching.

White middle-class American culture may be uncomfortable with

^

the increased amount of touching allowed in Black American

culture.- Black individuals may see whites as being cold

. because of their haptic bias (Kochman, 1971). -Hispanic

z
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Nonverbal Communication

--and Italian cultures are also known as touch or contact

cultures, and touch may be used to indicate "hello".

"thariks" or "come here". if

Unawareness of the space and touch difference arripng

cultures may -infliience the evaluator's observations of a

child's verbal behavfor. A normally verbal child may ex-.

hibit decreased verbal output and reduced syntactical com-

plexity, not because of lack of competency in,phse areas,

but because) of uncomfortableness.with the nonverbal com-

munication cues of the evaluator.
s.

Another important nonverbal factpr involved eye con-

tact. Lowered eyes are considered a sign 'of respect to.

Puerto Ricans, with thetopposite being true for' .

middle-class kilericans. This may cause a cortlfifsi,pn 'in a
.

pupil - teacher or pupil - evaluator-relationship. A

teacher reprimanding a child may see her lack of eye con-
.

tact as being disrespectful and may become even angrier

at the .child. ,
By lifting the child's chin to gaip eye

contact, the teacher will have violated the sacredness of

"the face" and the child will feel her punishMent has been

more severe than warranted (Kochman, 1971).

An evaluator, unfamiliar with this-cultural differelicc

may assume that poor eye contact on the part of the child

is Indicative of a problem with intetactive communication

skills. This faulty assumption may bias the evaluator's in-

terpretation of'other verbal and nonverbal behaviors exhibited

by the child, 17
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'SITUATIONAL FACTORS

The performance of a culturally different child in an

evaluation may be inflikenced by inherent factors in that

situation. The evaluator should be cognizant of these.

possible influences. Some of these factors are alterable and,
/,

where necessary, should be changed in order to obtain the best
_

possi .performance from the child. Others are not change

able, but should be.tonsidered when interpreting the chypd's

behavior:

One such influenc,, may be the race.. of the examiner. As

reported in the- literature, the exact effect of examiner-race

is unclear (Marwit and Marwit, 1973). Dialect of the examiner

may be mode influential in determining the output of the ("bad

than examiner race. 1,Intil further evidence on this issue is

obtiinect it is importakPfor an examiner to consider the

factor of race differences whip evaluating 0 particular

child's behavior.

A second factor which jay affect the performance of

culturally different -children is the setting in which the

evaluation is conducted. Templin (1957) and Loban (1963)

reported'a tendency for lower class children to produce

fewer complex sente nces than middle class children when
I

their speech Cas sampled in school However, the children

did produce some complex sentences. Both authors theorized

that the formal school setting was possibly limiting the

childr n's use of complex sentences.

....]
V

44.
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. Situational firtors

Labov (1969) showed differences in observed language

abilities when children were interviewed in formal and .

informal settings. For example, a small black boy inter-
.

viewed by a black man from the same community initially

responded with defensive monosyllabic behavior. When the

. 0
interviewer changed his approach to a`iess formal one,

sitting on 'the floor, eating potato chips and introducing

taboo words, thejuantity of speech obtained was much 4rger

than in the formal interview.

r

4

1 j

p.
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PROBLEMS WITH STANDARDIZED TESTS

Standardized tests may not provide cu ate informa-
1

tipri about culturally different preschool 6hildren because:
1, -

_

1) the population the test was standaralLmet-oriTiii-not

--------;(
have included children_ from disadvantaged backgrounds, ',St

-------
2) some of-the items on the.tests may be cu,Iture -bound

For example, the Peabody Picture VocabularyTest

. (i nn, 1965) was originally standardized on white children

ranging to age from 2 years, 6 months through 1%8 years liv-
ing in or near.Nashville, Tennessee. It shOuld'be obvious

that there is a .difficuity in applying these norms to
N
children froth other regions or from differing backgrounds.

There are also cultural problems with some of the lakical

items on this rest. For example, most children are more
..#4440--

'familiar with the word "hotdog" tian the word "weiner"

as in item number 25. The new Peabody Picture Vocabulary

Test Revised (Dunn, 1981) attempts to rectify some of

these problems by using a population sample based on the

.j970 census.

Another often used test, the Illinois Test of Psy-

cholinguistic Abilities (ITPA) (Paraskevopoulos and Kirk,

1969) was standardized ova group of "average" children

from'five middle-western cities, ranging in population

from 27,000 to 126,000. Only about 4% bf the children

were black, lower than the percentage in those cities or
a

I
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Problems with Standardized Tests

in the country as a whole. Again, there Are problems in

applying the norms of this test to Hispanic, black and

white children from different regions of the country and

different socioeconomic backgrounds.

Culture may also influence performance on specific

test items on the ITPA. For example, the Grammatic Closure

subtest requres a pluralization of a noun following the

adjective,two. (Here are two .) In the rules of

Black English pluralization of the noun is not required in

° this context because of redundancy associated with the ad-

jective two (Duchan and Baskervill, 1977).

I

21
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INFORMAL TESTING

Because of the inherent difficulties. in using many

standardized tests with culturally different children, it

is'esiential that the evaluator be proficient in the use

of informal cr non-standardized evaluation methods. In-

forwil methods include observations _of behavidi, inter-

view of parents, teachers' and social workers and evaluator-

made tests based on developmental information.

One of the initial procedures for informal testing is

.classroom observation. This allows observation of the

child's performance in_a non-threatening situation. At

this stage a language sample should be begun and the child's

effective use of language. for communication with others

noted.

Other reports of the child's speech and language ab-

ilities can be, obtained from the teacher and the parent.

This allows the examioer'to determine if there is a large

discrepancy between the child's verbal output or performance

in a formal test setting and her performance in the class-

..
'room and at home. This information may also alert the ex-

aminer to potential problem areas.

Information from the teacher can be supplied through

the use of a preschool screening form, which is completed

by the teacher, and a *personal intoprview. The screening

form should include evaluation of the child's behaviors

iin areas such as the following: )
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I. Cognitive:

a. requires more practice
& time to catch on, '

compared with others
in class

b. doesn't seem to have
concepts necessary,
for understanding
lessons

II. Speech/language:

a. Drooling

b:-. Open mouth
k

c. Excessive echolalia -
repeats others
speech

d. Verbal responses
don't make sense

e. Uses single words
or'short phyaseso,
to communicate r

f. Uses no speec

g. Stutters frequently

h. Struggles to get
words out

is Difficult to under-
stand as compared'
to other children
in the class

/

c. does not seem
to know how to
use materials

lacks curiosiiy.d..

Hard time fol-
owing-direc-
tions

k. Attentiori wan-
ders orlooks
around the room
while teacher
is talking or
reading a story

1. Prefers ,not to
*peak during

) most of the day.

Delays before.
responding

m

sn. Voice volume un-
usually loud or
soft

o. Voice pitch un-
usually high or
.low

P Voice sounds ,

hoarse and/or
nasal.
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Informal Testing

The teacher may also be asked to provide i written

record of some of the child's verbal. utterances. This is

especially important for children with low verbal-butput

who do'not exhibit any spontaneous speeth in a formal set-
,

ting. Bilingual teachers and aides are-useful in .Obtaining

'language samples in the child's native language and in re-

vealing the effect.of one language upon the °the*, toward

providing an explanation of specific errors.

.
Information from the teacher and/or the social worker

is necessa-y for determining any factors relating'to the

child's home situation which maybe pertinent. Understand-

ing of environmental influences is essential for accurate

interpretation of the preschool culttirally different child's

behairtors.
.

The parent or primary care-giver should be consu ted

with respect to the child'searly development. Inf tion

shouldjalso be solicited from the parent regarding the .

child's speech and language functioning at home,amilial

history of learning difficulties and any previous speech

and language evaluations the child may have received. If

time and pracriikelity.permit,
observation of the verbal

interaction between the mothervand child can provide

able information concerning the amount and qvality of verbal

"stmulation the child' receives.
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. *Informal resting

A medical history, iCavailable, shbuld be obtaihed'from

health professior.alewho haite worked uich the child and her

family. This background is essential ir. verifying cr elimina-

ting possible organic causes for a child's behavior.

After this background information is procured, he child'

should be screened using an evaluator-made instrument for

expressive, receptive and articulatory skills to.determine

if further evaluation Is required. The items in this screen-

ing procedure should be generally accepted developmental
. c

norms for three four and five Year olds. The quality and

manner of the child's responses should be recorded as well

as, the accuracy.

Some expressive skills to be observed include the ability

to answer general questions such as name, age and sex, identi-

fication of body parts, naming common.actions and objects,

the ability to define and describe use of objects and the

ability to name members of a category. A spontaneous, langUage

sample will allow the evaluator to examine the use of plura

pronouns, articles, prepositions, posseSsives, tease formfilv

and the,abilityto form negation and questions. Mean lengjh

of utterance can also determined.

Assessment of child's level of concept development in

the areas of numbers, Colors, shapes and prepp.s.itions, can

also be conducted.
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Receptive language skills can be determined through

auditory memory tasks, involving sentence- repetition and

digit recall and the ability to follow one, two or three-
,

parr directiong. Naming of opposites, story comprehen-
,,

sion,'the ability tcespond appropriately to wh-questions

and the'ability,to answer questions In physical needs

('What do you do when you're tired?") are other'valuable

observations.

t

.01

6

4
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DEVELOPMENTALLY REFERENCED/COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TESTS

evaluator -madeto evaluator-made instruments, there are

also several commercially avilable, developmentally re-

ferenced s s whlch can provide information about the

hild's speech and language skills. These tests-are not

"standardized". HoWever, they meagCure the child's abili-

ties based an generally accepted-developmental norms.

One such test is the Preschool Language Scale (Zim-

therman, 1979). This test contains items from 1-6 to 7-0-

yeers.of age in the two-general areas, of auditory compre-

hension and verbal ability. Age,scores for these two areas

are'-:cmputed as well as a language age, which is the two

scores combined and divided by two. There are 'four test

items in each 6 mbrith interval. This test allows, measure-

Merit, not only of the.child's overall abilities, but also

of large gaps A scatters in her development.

A similar test is the Sequenced Inventory of Communica-
.

tion Development (Hedrick, Prather and Tobin, 1975). The

age range of this test is 4.months to 48 months. Abilities

in the general areas cif receptive and expressive language

are measured with this performance being reported as lan-
.

guage ages.

The Vocabulary Comprehension Scale (Bangs, 1975)

be used-with children ages 2 to 6 years. This instrument

invofves the manipulation of objects in a play setting

f
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Developmentally Referenced/

Commercially Available Tests

which allows the examiner to assess understanding of basic

pronouns, position, quality and size concepts. This test

does not yield a score but instead provides an age range a

in which these concepts should be acquired. The information

from this test can be invaluable in planning remediation ac-

tivities appropriate to the child in question.

Despite the ,problems with using a standardized score

from the ITPA,.information about a child's auditory or re-

ceptive skills may be gathered by assessing the child's

performance on individual subtests. The subtests that are

frequently used for this purpose include Auditory Associa-

tion, which tests the child's ability to complete analog-

ieS; Auditory Reception, which requires a yes/no response

to logical and illogical questions (Le, Do people marry?

Do bananas eat?); Auditory Closure, which examines the

child's ability to fill in missing sounds to complete a

word (i.e.,stele one - telephone; Sound Blending,

which requires that the child blend individually presented

sounds into common words,(t,e., k cap); and, Audi-
.

___----tery-Sequent-M-Miory, which tests memory skills for di

git sequences.

.Comprehension,of a variety of language concepts and

structures can be assessed using the Test for Auditory. -Com-

prehension of Language (Carrow, 1973). TiLls a picture

Ay
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Developmentally Referenced/

Conmiercially Available Tests

est consisting of 101 items. The child responds by pointing.

No standard score is obtained. Rather, the child's perform-
s

ance Is assessed by categorizing the child's responses as

verbs, negation, etc. to determine those areas which need

remediation. A Spanish version of this test is available,

however, some lexical items may not be appropriate for all
. .

Hispanic children, since many are based on Mexican vocabu-

lary. Direct translation from the Eflglish may lead to un-

equivalent degrees of difficulty between the Englis\ and

Spanish structures (Rueda and 13erozzi, 1977).
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USE OF STANDARDIZED TESTS

Some standardized tests may be used with the preschool

culturally different child if the evaluator is careful re-
.,

garding the interpretation and reporting of the results

from these tests.

The Assessment of Children's Language Comprehension

(ACLC) (Foster, Giddan and.Stark,'1;73) proVides informa-.

sliPLion on the Child's ability to comprehend an increasing

number of syntactic units/critical elements. For'example,

"dog eating" would be two critical elements. Although .

this is a standardized test, there are difficulties in'
/'

apply these norms to children from a culturally differ-

4IP

ent population because representation of this` portion of

the U.S. population,in the stanciadria-tron-sample is un-

cleer, However, the evaluator can still gain valuable in-
,

formation from this test that is not available from any

other commercially produced languagetest. No score should

be reported for the child. Rather the information should be

vsed in planning a remelation priEram appropriate for

that child.

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised (Dunn, 1981)

can be used to determine the child's receptive vocabulary

skills. It should be noted that the revised version of this

test reports the score as, an"age equivalent" and "standard

score equivalent" not a mental age or intelligence quotient.

r44)
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Use of Standardized Tests

14t;

The evaluator should be careful to.-repo ,his as a re-

ceptive vocabulary age.

The Expressive One Word Picture Voca ulary-Test
)

(Gardner, 1979) assesses ability to label pictures and

can be interpreted into mental, age, I.Q., percentiies'and
.

stanines. It was standardized on children 2 to 11-11 years

old residing in the San Francisco Bay area with racial,-

cultural and sexual factors in proportion to the popula-

tion Of the U.S. in 1976. Scores on this test are probably

most fairlyleported as an expressiVt vocabulary age.

There are also several commercially available tests

for use'with a Spanish speaking population. These must be

administered by an evaluator-who is fluent in Spanish of

through use of a bilingual'aide under the supervision of a

qualified professldnal.

The AustiA Spanish Articulation Test (1974) assesses

articulatory profidiency in Spanish. Examiners must have

experience in articulation testing and knowledge of the

Spanish phonemic system. This test was field-tested on

29 Mexican - American, children from 4 to 7 years Of age. No

normative data is provided. The test may not be appropri-
.

ate for use .with other Spanish-speaking populations.

3i.
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Use of Standardized Tests

Another test of articulation abilities in Spanish is'

the Southwestern Spanish Articulation Test (Toronto, 1977a).

This tett was designed for use with Spanish - speaking child-

ren in Texas. As the author notes, the evaluditor may ve

to adapt the test. for the Spanish.dialestwhicp'is spok

in her particular area.

The Screening Test of Spanish Grammar (Toronto, 1973)

is a screening test of syntactic proficiency in Spanish

which follows a format siipilar to the Northwestern Syntax,

Screening Test (NSST) by Laura L. Lee. The test was

standardized on 192 Mexican and Puerto Rican children frAni

,

the Chicago area.

The Toronto Test of Receptive
.4

Spanish' (Toronto, 1977b) is used for identification of

those English and Spanish speaking children whose receptive

vocabulary falls significan ly below-that of their peers.

The test was standardized° three/groups of children:

Anglo-American, predominantly English speaking Mexican-

',Americans and predominantly Spanish speaking Mexican-Americans.

This test may not be appropriate for use with other Spanish-,
speaking groups.

The Del Rio Language Screening Test (Toronto et.al.,,

1973) can he administered to children ages 3 -7 years in

order to identify those with disordered language skills in



ic essment

CONCLUSIilt-

The evaluator of culturally different, preschool

children must be adept in the use of both formal and

informal testing procedures in order t` conduct an ac-

curate speech and language evaluation. She cannot ex-
.

pect to'adequatiiy complete this task alone.

The participation of professionals from-a variety

of disciplines is particularly advantageous. Input from

a psychologist, occupational therapist, physical there-,

pint, social Worker and health professional may be in-

valuable in interpreting the behavior and assessing the

needs of preschool children from culturally different

backgrounds. Information from teacheri, aides and parents

is also important, not only 9 the assessment, but in de-

termining appropriate areas for remediation.
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Selected Preschool Tests: Annotated Bibliography
(consult comprehensive-1'1st for publishers)

Carol S. Lidz, Psy.D.
,

Berkeley Paired-Associate Learning Test:
By N.M. Lamabert, M.R. Wilcox, #nd. W.P. Gleason.

This test is printed in the back of the book:
The Educationally Retarded Child by the abdVe authors
(New York: Grune and Stratten; 1974). It is offered
as an experimental Version.

Norms are provided for ages 4, 5, and 7 years,
based on high SES children from San Fwancisco area.

The measure is intended to assess learning proficiency
and can be used to assess the child's response to thd "4

assessor's attempts to teach verbal elaboration. The
book includes all materials needed; i.e. the scoring
form and pictures.

s-

Bri ance Dia nostic Inver-.tor of Earl Develo ment:
ert brigs ce 7

Age range: birtti°*o 7 years.

The placement ofd thOitems of this criterion-referenced
measure is accotding to age levels :which are based:
on previously publishedstendardiied instruments.
For curriculum-related items, pupil texts were
consulted. The. Inventbry was also sOjected to
extenslvetfield testing with critiques and modificat.Ions
solicited .rdITI ustts,

Areas assessed: psychomotor, self-help; speech/
language, general knowledge/comprehension4 and "early
academic skills. The aim is comprehensiveness and
applicability to instruction. Anktruttional objectives
are provided for each subtest:

.ExtensiVe materialaarw.nocessary and must be
purchased. This makes the%instrument expensive

4
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Annotated preschool tests, page 2

and cumbersome to carry and_idminister4 The drawings are attractive
and clear. It is difficult'to follow directions because ceiling
levels vary and thy directions are embedded in a complexly written
page. The measure is comprehensive,.and need not be administered
in its entirety.

ti

Bingham Button Test:
by W. J. Bingham (1967)

This is a "nonverbal" test designed specifically for young
children from low SES environments. However, norms are presented
for high, middle, and low SES-children between the ages of 3-and
6 years. The doncepts tapped include colors, numbers, sizes,

'object/object relations, person/object relations, visual perception
and motor performance.

The internal consistency coefficient is .89, with test-retest
reliability of .87. One validity study is reported which compares
scores with teacher ratings and obtains a correlation coefficient
of --

No verbal expression is required. The child follows directions
involving varying combinations of 10 buttons (provided), stets as
'shbw me the yellow button", "put your finger on the big button."

Carolina DevelopmentalProfile :

by D. L. Lillie, and G. L. Harbin.

This is a criterion-referenced checklist comprised of tong
term objectives which correlate with an accompanying instructional
program. The major advantage of this measure is, the ability to
go directly from the assessment to the instructional exercises,
which can be provided to the teachei as concrete recommendations,
relevant to instrpction.

There is no manual per se, only a 'one page.description which
gi4es no details regarding test development excepk to note
'literature review, testing, and use of other ins)truments to
establish Age ranges for items. /

Areds asse3sed inOn`gross motor, fine motor, visual
perception, -reasoning, receptive language, expressive language,
and social emotional.

Age range: 2 through 5 years.

Some of the instructIons for administration and criteria for
scoring are not 'clear, and some of the item placement is questionable,

e.g. "recogniies emotions in others" (identifying sad, angry, happy
faces) at age 5-6 (and the drawing of the happy face is ambiguous).
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Cognitive Skills Assessment Battery:
by.A. E. Boehm and BL R. Slater (1974; second edition, 1981)

The comments here refer to'the 1974 edition.

Age range, nonspecific: prekindergarten and kindergarten.
Time required:20 minutes.

This is criterion-referenced, derived from a review of curricula,'
classroom observation, teacher interviews,. and literature review.

Categories assessed: orientation toward environment, coordination,
discrimination, memory, and concept formation/comprehension.
There are normative gdidelines divided according to SES to indicate
percentage of children passing each item. This information is
important for determining whether a failure warrants inclusion in an,

IPP as au objective. However, it is based on small numbers.

This measure is briefer and lesla.comprehensive than the

Brigance. Either of these qualities may be an advantage or
° disadvantage, depanding upon the purpose. Another advantage is that

additonal materials,other than the book with pictures and scoring
form are not required (with.the exception of blocks for counting).

Developmental Tasks for Kindergarten Readiness:
by W. J. Lesiak, Jr. 0978)

This is criterion-referenced,. and the author states that
"the subtests were selected from a Child development model,
instructional objectives in kindergarten curriculum guides, and from ,

research studies citing certain processes as important for school
success" (manual, P. 3). .

A reas assessed with twelve subtests! oral language
(auditory sequencing, auditory association), visual motor (visual
discrimination, visual memory, visual-motor, name printing),
cognitive (body concepts,, color naming, number knowledge,
alphabet knowledge, relational"concepts), and social development

(social interaction).
,

Age range: 4 years 6 months to 6 years 2 Months.
Minimal additional materials needed.
Time required: 20 to 30 minutes.

Directions are clearlind examples'are provided to aid scoring.

Norm ratings are ppovided for each.subtest.
Standardized on 2;14D children, 90% Caucasian, 10% minority
(AMerican,Indian, Mexican-American, and Black). SES specifics
not provided- or re location of sample.

Some subtests have low internal consistency; most are adequate.

Test stability is good; predictive validity using the Metropolitan

Achievement Test is .62. Factor analysis yielded-five factors.

39
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Discovers ruing Capability:.
by D tots,.

.
-1)

wit4 accompanying book which describes the Toronto Project:

The. Hard- To-Teach Child (Baltimore: Univergity Park Press, 197g)- -,

. a

4

Thitts a dynamic assessment procedure using educationally

'related materials. There are parallels between Stott's approach
and Feuerstein's, with, thus far, only Stott's applying, to the

younger Child (ages 5 and 6 years). The goal of the assessment .
is to identify "inappropriate learning behaviors with a view

to correcting, them" (P.28). "As Feuerstein, Stott is interested ,'. i

In Capability; not static performance,, and the assessment provides, ,g,

teaching intervention to induce cb(nge. A'teacher questionnaire
called "Guide to Learning kylles" elicits information regarding: 14 .

.

styles which have been obserVed to interfere with optiaal functionfng

in the learning situation'. The psychological assessments is done .

by means of "Discovering LearningCapability" (fol-ms obtained
.

from the author at University of Guelph, Ontario), and utilize .

the Flying Starducational materials developedby Stottfor
remediation puip400, obtained from Science Research Associates .

(Cnicago, or Pelo.Alto).
.

This is an informal measure, which yields descriptive information,

and in most iases would be used for supplemental evaluation of a .

child about(to enter (or in) kindergarten. .

i
. -,.

4

Gesell Preschool Test:
by J. Haines, L. B.-Ames, and C. Gilles0e 1980).

The-items from this measure are basically derived from the
Gelell developmental scales with some changesand updated norms.

It is intended as.a behavioral,not intellectual, evaluation .

to facilitate developmental placement in the school.

Age range. 21I through' six.years.
Areas assessed: motor, adaptive, language, and personal-social.

The test strives to measure the.Mmaturity of the organism" (1 4:4)..

The manual gives no information regarding development of the test,

-the ' ive sample, reliability or validity. 'An unpublished study

in Ca ia is cited in support of the superiority of developmantril

placement.

In lubook entitled The Gesell Institute's Child from One to

-Six: Evaluating the-Behavior of the Preschool Child by Ames,

Gillespie, Haines and Ilg, the a -'ors note' that the norm group-,

for the Preschool Test 'was' nearly all white and all lived in

Connecticut. SES levels were mixed. TotaPN = 640.

The Test yields a Developmental Quotient. not based on

'
standardized scores, but obtained by dividing obtained age score
by chronological.age x 100. Scoring criteria are not,Clear. . '
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Goodman Lock Box:
by J. Goodman (1981)

This is an irresistable measu4c for the chi d etween 215 and

53/4 years. It shows good discriminability regarding mental
deficiency and is not sensitive to SES.. The major disadvantages
are expense (approaching $300) and size, making it cumbersome to

carry around (also, the inclusion of baby powder, 'Aid{ it

guaranteed to cover the examiner). Training is necessary t
learn the scoring procedure..

The Lock- Box consists of a large wooden box With two r ws-
of five dobrs. Each door is secured with a different lock o
varying difficulty to open, and behind each door is a different toy.

Administration time is 63/4 minutes. Following formal scoring,
testing/the limits is encouraged. Of particular interest the
scoring for organization, which makes thi ne of the rare measures
(and'the best standardized) to assess cognitive'processes in

young children.

The Test is normed on 405 children from metropolitan Philadelphia =.

Low SES, inner city Black children are well represented. Inter-
scorer reliability is high, and information regarding validity
is promising.

Learning Accomplishment, ofile: .

By A. R. Sabford(1-97 )

"...designed to provide the teacher of the young handicapped
child with a simple criterion-referenced record of the child's

existing skills.

The items are sequenced according to sources such as Bayley,

Bangs, Catell, Gesell, etc.

Age range 1 month to 72 months.
Areas assessed: gross,motor, fine motor, social skilfc,-

cognitive, self-help, and language.

Goodwin and Driscoll (1980) criticize the measure for the
lack of norms and lack of information regarding reliability

and validity. It yields developmental ages in each area.

Developmental Ptoarammine for Infants and Young Children:
by D. A. D'Eugenio and M. S. Moersch (1981).

This is a package of assessment and programming ideas which

attempts to relate assessmentfindings directly to educational

intervention.

41
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Developmental milestones in six areas are recorded:

Perceptual/fine motor, cognition, language, social, self-care,

and gross motor. Items were selected from other standardized tests,

literature references, and, in some cases, developed for the

measure and placed according to the authors' experience. Data

from limited field testing is reported. A final arrangement of

items according to difficulty'was based on the testing of 92 white

children from Springfield, Missouri froa middle and some low

SES families.

The authors recommend-administration by a multidisciplinary

team, with each professional giving the tests.in his/her area of

expertise. One person can administer the entire measure.

Time required: one hour. Some additional materials must be

purchased.

There is useful section in the manual which informs teacheri

how to relate objectives to the program and how to' impiemen the

objectives within the program.

Play assessments:

Two approaches which look interesting but, with which we

have not as yet had experience include:

1. an analysis of play behavior described by R. Gordon;

D. White, and L. Diller in the January 1972 issue of Exceptional

Children ("Performance of Neurologically Impaired Preschool

Children with Educational Materials").

Norms for low SES, middle class, and brain injured children

between the ages 3 and 6 years are provided, along with a scoring

procedure for children's interaction with a form sorting box and

Montessori cylinders. Attention is paid to processes of problem

solution as well as to level of achievement.

2. a scoring procedure for fre play behavior with dolls,

bears, blocks, mallet, wagon, crayons paper, clay and roy phone.

This can be obtained from Dr. Jeanne Foley, Psychology Department,

Loyola University of Chicago, 6525 No. Sheridan Rd., Chicago, Ill.

60620, and is discussed in an article: "Free-Play Behavior of

Atypical Children: an approach to assessment", in the Journal of

Autism and Developmental Disqrders, 1979, 9(1), 61-72.

Preschool Interpersonal Problem Solving Test:
by .M. B. Shure and G.Spivak (1974)

This Test strives to measure "the preschool child's cognitive

ability to solve real life interpersonal problems (manual, P.1)

and is geared to four yea\' olds.

5"
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At

THere is also a curriculum for jeaching social problem-

)

sol ing skills, obtainable from the authors. ,

This measure developed out of reasearch findings suggesting
a relationship between thinking skills (particularly ability to
generate alternative. solutions) and behavioral adjustment.,

A problem ,situation is described to the child, using picture'

props . The children are akked for a solutj.on,. and encouraged' .-

to think ofdifferent solutions'each time a similar prOblem .is
presented..- Through field tryouts items were selected which
elicited a variety of solutions. Standardized probes are used.

Validity and reliability are discussed in the manual. The
Test has been used primarily with.Bla.k, inner city children.
Training is required for high inter-rater agreement. Stability
coefficients from two different studies were .72 and .59.

The Test yields a score based on total.number of different
solution's given by the child, and ratios can also /se derived regarding
relevancy of solutions, fcrce involved, as well as information
regarding verbosity. Norms are provided regarding number of solutions.

Preschool Language Assessment Instrument:
by M. Blank, S. A. Rose, and L. Je Berlin (1978)

This is an experimental version of the Test which accompanies
the book: The Language of Learning, and included recommendations
for,enhancing the teacher/pupil dialogue.

Age range: 3 to 6 years.

The intent is to criterion-reference the measure to language
cieeffehds of the teaching interaction, and the Test follows a model
of cognitive development which increases in level of abstraction.
Four.areas are assessed: matching perception, selective analysis
of perception, reordering perception, and reasoning about perception.
Tentative norms based, on small'numbers but separated by SES are

offered. The focus is on level of mastery of each of the above
areas; however, we have found it useful to consult the norms because
ratings of "weak" level of mastery often turn out to be "average"
level of expectation for the age of the child assessed.

A real asset of the measure is that children seem to like it
and assessment progresses quickly', approximating conversational
style.' Time required: 20 minutes.

Information regarding test development, reliability and validity

is presented. Inter-rater reliability is high; split-half reliability
is good except for the first group (matching perception), and stability

is adequate as well. Validity is demonstrated by the test's
successful discrimination of children with language disorders.
Other ospeceg of validity are discussed..
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Although black and white, the picturelare unusually attractive
and well drawn, and Toth directions and scoring crieria are generally

clear. Goodwin at Driscoll (1980) assess the PLAI as "an
important measure of langv.:4ge; with its age range and its discourse
skills tied closely to the educational arena, it has high potential
utility for early childhood education" (P. 228). These authors
also cite the substantial reliability and favorable validity, with

attention needed to concurrent and predictive validity and

d elopment of'norms.

Preschool Screening-System:
by P. Hainsworth and M. Hainsworth(1980)

This is a downward extension and restandardization of the
Meeting Street School Test and can be used aa part,lf a large
screening program which also includes a curriculum. haVe
found it to be a very useful general screening instrument.
However, low scores need to be supplemented with other measures,
as the 'nst appeci...-s to underestimate ability in some childreq.
Of particular interest is a Spanish version (as well as other
languages) and a scorable parent questionnaire.:

Ag-2 range:, 2-yeara ,6 months to 5 years 9 months.

The is a short form and a non-language score can be derived..

Trw reothred: 20 minutes.

Areas assessed: body awareness/control, visual /motor /perception,-
language, learned, skills., and an imitation score.

----One problem is, the withit-subtest content, \which at time is

questionable regarding what ia.assessed'versus the title of :le

subtest, for example, an item tinder spatial directions asks the
child' to "put the penny on the box", considered to be a measure

of visual/perceptual/ motor ability. Gross'comparisons between

areas aad thz-total score provide useful, normative information and

some specific educational objectives can be abstracted.

The norm group numbered over 2000. -Information regarding
reliability and validity is provided. Minimal materials are
required, and directions for administration and scoring are clear.

The manual is difficult to navigate, however, and we found it

necessary to add index tabs to mark sections.

THe norm group is from the northeast U.S., and includes rural,
suburban, urban, and inner city children from 20 communitites

(mostly Rhode Is.). For the younger ages, SES distribution
approximates the 1970 US census. Blacks are represented, but
no minority percentages are given.
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Psychoeducational Evaluation of the Preschool Child:
. by E. Jedrysek, A. !clapper, L.' Pope, and J. Wortis (1972).

This' represents an ,attempt to simplify and standardize the
assessment approach of Else Haeussermann, and represents an example
of a "dynamic" approach to assessment.

Areas assessed include: physical func':ioning and sensory
status, perceptual functioning, competence in learning for short
term retention; language competence; and'cognitive functioning.
Within each sectdren, there is approximate age coverage between
three and six fn descending order, but:the intent is not to
serve:as a normative measure. It can be considered criterion-,
referenced to a typical preschool curriculum as well as dynamic
in the nature of the administration.

The most unique feature of this measure is that' when-a'
child fails an item, a series of probes is administered to
explore at what'level and by whaf-Means the child can succeed.
A limitation is that the probes are not uniform and are fairly
limited in variety, so that it is difficult to generalize regarding
methods which may be useful for intervention for the child. Another
limitation is the cumbersomeness, since many materials need to_be
purchased and organized, and quick accessibility to materials for
each subte.t and, probe is difficult.

The Measure is also lengthy, but provides an opportunity for the
assessor to interact with the child over a period of time to elicit
a sample of what it is like to try to teach the child and to yield
guidelines for curriculum objectives and teaching approaches.
The entire test need not be administered.

There is no information regarding test development, standardizatic
reliability, or validity.

Symbolic Play Test:
by M. Lowe and A. J. Costello

Age range:il-to 3 years.(most appropriate between 15 and 24 months
British standardization.

This is a virtually irresistable measure, which simple checks
off the toy combinations the child makes during presentation of four
sets of toys. The toys are not provided (and tractor-trailers
are hard to find). is primarily a good rapport builder, and
only providessa very gross estimate of demelopmental level.
It is not sensitive to SES and therefore a good' nondiscriminatory
measure; Dolls can be selected which match the racial groups
assessed in order to increase the nondiscriminatory property.
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A CULTURALLY BIASED TEST FAVORING THE RURAL APPALACHIAN *

1. When you see mice running toward the exit of a coal mine,
' it means:

a. danger of a cave -in or leaking gas
b. they're hunting someone's lunch
c. it's going to rain

2. Red-eye gravy is:

a. gravy wtth red food coloring in it
b. gravy made with,ham grease
-6. unaged'moonshine
d. fish sauce

A 'twig froM a small willow or sassafras limb'dhewed trp
the end is '.for:

e. chewing gum
b. a toothpick
C. a switch
d. a toothbrush

4. lax seed is used to:

a. get something out of your eye
bf feed chicens
c. feed hogs

5., A pounding is:

a. driving a nail
b. gifts to-new neighbor
c. a ape-pound chicken

6. The best time for killing hogs when the meat is to be cured is:

a. around. ThanksgiVing when temperature is bNow 32 degiOs
b. after Ground Hog Day
c. anytime
d. before killing frost

41P,

T. Sorghum is made from:

a.. sugar cane
b. sugar beets
c. sorghum cane

8. Light bread is:

a. hot bread
b. store bread
c. corn bread
d. cream puffs

r



'9. Trees gefierally, used for pulpwood are:

a. dogwoods
b. pines
c. oaks
d. sugar maple

10. Poke' salad geperally.refers to:

a. herries e plant used for dye
b. tender greens of poke
c. greens bought at the store
4. salad made from whatever you have ,on hand

11... Burley is. usually cured:

a. by the processor
b. in flue forms
c. in open air barns
d. ,on the stalk
e. a year after it is cut

12. A man who has granny trouble can look forward to:

a. abstaining from sex
b. the birth of his child
c. having only daughters
d. his mother-in-law moving in

13. Jumping jig refers to:

a. dance b. escaped convict c. groom
d. racial slur e. toy

14. Which of the following belongs least with the others?

rii% dodger b. grits c. hush puppy
d. pone e. scrapple

15. Southern mountain people usually express their political
feelings by:

a., voting independently
b. seldom voting , -

c. rejecting traditional candidates
d. voting strongly Democratic
e. voting strongly Republican

111,

(*Taken from a test devised by K. Rogers and D. Stulberg as part of
Operation Mainstream, in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 1970 and from
"Mountain Quiz" in "The Mountain Call", Christmas, 1974, II, 1 v. 6).
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BLACK ENGLISH DIALECT FEATURES

`PrZnunciation

/th/sounds 1, f/th in medial & final positio s

bafroom/bathroom, monf/month,

2. v/th in medial & final positionS

muver/mother, breavibreathe

3. d/th in initial &.some medial po itions

-den/then, brudder/brother'

/r/, /1/sounds 1. omitted or weakened'

fawk/fork; do' /door, ybigyour,
he'p/help

Co onant Cluster _Reduction .

,

1. des/desk, neks/next, hat/ hand
N\

\ 2. plural formateons:.words ending

4 _
in /-st/, /-sk/, or /-spA;tbange- o°
/-s'/, then plurals -are formed by- ''.

. , adding /-ez/ .:desses/desks,.te'Sses/tests.

ey/their

Final /13/,/d/,/g/sounds

Nasalization
1. nasalized vowel replaces a final na

,-onscnent:m1"/man, ir0/run .

'Past tense
GramMar

1. regular' /ed/ suffixes not pronounced be=
cause of consonant reduction rale: tells/

I talt,,ked, he wave/he waved .

;

1. devoicing at .eard p/b,
k/g salat/saltd

tid ',to;
0

2, irregular forms may be'regularized!
knowed/khew, heaxed/heard

Third person singular present tense

a. /-s/.suffix is absent: he calk /he viatks

2. hypercoriection:' I walks, you walks,
. the children walks,

Plurals 1. /-s/ suffix is absent: ten cent/te'h cents

Posisives 1. indicated by word order: mY aunt 1.k)Use/

'my aunt's house

Invariant "be" 1. '!be" used as main verb..for is, are; am,
was, were: I be here this afternoon.
'Sometime he be busy..

s
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Black English Dialect Feptures

Distribution _or Nortense "be" Two different theories of

function

1. continous state of action

2, intermittent action

Undifferentiated Pronouns

- --1-. substitute personal pronouns
for possessives: "he book" or
"him book" for "his book"

Pronominal apposition

Questions

Existential "it"

Multiple Negation

1. pronoun used as well as noun
subject: My brother, he bigg...:r

than you.

1.'inversion not necessary
What that is?, Where the c:%' -e cat

is?

--------
1. used in place of "there"

It's a boy in my room name -.olbert.

Is it a main street in.this town?

tuy cause misunderstandings:"Is it

soup yet?" Could be Understood as
"Is there any soup yet?" where most
people understand it .as "Is the

soup ready yet?"

1. negative attached to main verb and
all indefinites '

She didn't do nothing.

f
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SOME HISPANIC DIALECT FEATURES

,

Pronunciation

Sounds with which speakers are likely to have difficulty:

b - v
d - th (/th/ not found in Spanish)
j - sh (neither found in Spanish)
_zh-------h-tnei ther -found in Spanish)
All vowels

Vowels .-

1. Five vowels, none of which are exactly equivalent to
any English vowel.

i, e, a, o, u, pronounced: i, i, ah, 6, 00

2. English vowels wi ' be "heard' as the closest Spanish
vowel

/av (hat) heard as "i" or "ah"

3. Must learn to discriminate those vowels not present in
Spanish

/I/ as in "bit"

Consonants

Stops 1. stops (/p/," ;0, /k/) are not aspirated so,may
be lost in filsal position. In English final
stops, are important for past tense production (W)

.

b, v 2. /b/ is a stop only in initial position t_ after /m/
(hombre), otherwise /b/ and/v/ are used inter-
changeably, pronounced as a bilabial fricative
very .. berry, rabbit =ravit .

s 3. /s/ is produced farther forward in some dialects
and may be confused with a lisp.

4 Spanf.sh'has a palatal sound, similar to "y" which
may be pronoynced with friction. yellow, jello
may sound alike.

final 5. since few words in Spanish end in consonants,
-consonants final English consonants may be omitted or fol-

., lowed by "5" (cakay/cake) or replaced by a per -

mitte final.

/4
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Some Hispanic Dialect Features

Grammar

Grammatical errors may be caused by contrasts in the language

structures:

Sub/Nct 1.

Negation 1.

2.

Adjectives 1.

Cowparatives 1.

Third person 1.

Plurals 1.

Past tszse 1.

Future tense 1.

2.

Progressive 1.

Tense

Articles 1.

Possession 1.

OmisSioyi) of pronoun subject:-
_ _ _ _ , _ _ . _ _

Is big, Is teacher (Article omitted also)
4

Not before verb:
Maria not is here. Also, Maria no is here.
Maria no here.

Use of no for don't in commands:
No run. Not run.

Adjective following noun:
The dress yellow, the dresses yellows
(with agreement in number).

The comparative forms used with more, most
where English uses -er, -est:

It is more big. He is most fat of the boys.

Dropping of -s inflection on third person
singular verbs:
He go to school.

Dropping of -s inflection on plurals.
The book are here.

Dropping of past tense inflection:
The boy play.

Omission of "will" in future:
The boy play.

Use of "go" with "to for future:
He go to sing (for He's going to sing).

Use of simple present where English uses
progressive:
He sleep now.

Omission of article with nationality, pro-
fession, etc:
Is American. Is teacher.

Use of "the" for possessive in parts of the
body and pe-sonal articles:

The foot hurts me..
The coat (of him) is blue.
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Grammar

Titles 1. Titles used with definite article:
The Mr. Jones.

Prepositions 1.. In used for on, at:
In the table, in Michigan Avenue, in
1515 Michigan Avenue. Prepositions in
English are difficult.

XaNie/Be 1. Use of "have" for "be"
I have hunger, He have six years (for
He's six years old).

4liestian 1. Avoidance of inversion in questions:
formation Juan can go? Juan like(s) this? (Spanish

does not use the "do" function word-verb
form.) Also,How come they to school? or
How they come to school?

Compound words 1. Noun-compounding not used or order in error:
The wife-house, the wife of the house (for
house-wife).

Oh
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/
Receptive Language,

4-

1. J Auditory memory'.

a. Sentence repetition
k

3 year old repeats 6 syllables
year old repeats 8 syllables

5 year old repeats 12 syllables

(Sentence structure must be considered since it

will vary the complexity and affect child's
ability to repeat) .

b. Digit,repetition

3 year old repeats 2 digits
4 & 5 year old repeits 3 digits

c. Direction following

3 year old follows 2 step command
4 year old follows 2 step command

5 year old follows 3 step command

2. Auditory verbal comprehension

Arelateci)
(unrelated)

a. Story comprehension

4 year old will attend for 5 minutes while
story is read.

b. Question comprehension e

3 year old answers "where", "who" questions

appropriately
4 year old answers simple "how" questions

appropriately

3. Auditory association

a. Opposite analogies

4, 5, year old completes final word

Expressive Language

1. General information questions

3 year old gives first netme, sex

4 year old gives full name

5(3
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2. Naming

3 year old-names common objects, actions in pictures

3. Language Pimple (Consider dialect variations)

3 year old uses "-ing"'verb form, regular plurals,
"no" or "not", articles (the, a), demonstratives
(this, that), some pronouns; average phrase length.

3.4 words.
4 year old uses regular past tense forms, expresses
future (going to, have to, want to), changes word
order to ask questions, beginning to use complex and
compound sentences, 6-8 words; average phrase length

4.5 words
5 year old develops relative clause use and phrase
-embedding is common

Concept Development

1. Colors

4 year old knows 3 colors
5 year.old knows 8 colors

2. Numbers

4 year old counts to 5, (rote), has concept of "2"
5 year old counts to 10 (rote)

3. Shapes

4 year old names 3 shapes

4 Prepositions

3 year old knows 3 prepositions (on,

4 year old kno i front, in back,'
5 year old k ws beside, down

61:

1
in, under)

next to


